 AGAINST TRUMP’S DREAMS OF RACE WAR

Mass deportations set the terms for low-intensity, slow motion race war—the targeting of entire populations for harassment and imprisonment by armed cops, who are justified institutionally and by racist, patriotic ideologies. Allowing deportations means walking the path of submission, accepting as natural the divisions imposed within the working class by Capital and State. We are expected to keep our eyes down as they dutifully divide us out, with some of us set to receive meaningless rewards and false promises of stability, while others are set for deportation. For those of us who are white and especially servile, there are even grassroots roles available to “help stem the tide of illegal immigration.” citizens’ councils, Minutemen, snitches.

There is also another path: that of refusal and rebellion. We can refuse to accept the false terms set by the bosses. We can trace lines of solidarity across the whole working class, and work to spread, not race hatred, but a revolutionary struggle against domination in all its forms.

Another war is possible: social war.

AGAINST THE BOSSES, COPS & BORDERS